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“When we make our next new hire in physics, we consider Physics Today Jobs the most
important ‘must use’ service in conducting that search.“
									—Millsaps College

Partner with the most influential and closely
followed physics magazine in the world
physicstoday.org/jobs/employers

Why Hire a Physicist
Physicists, physical scientists, and engineers with training in
first principles have a unique skill set that can transform a
company into a next-generation problem solver. Physicists
aim to understand and manipulate the physical phenomena
that comprises our world and are not limited by field. They

Hire Talented Physical Scientists
Attract talent with high-profile print ads &
highly trafficked jobsite ads
ONLINE OPTIONS

ask fundamental questions, consider novel approaches to

30-, 60-, 90-day job posts

longstanding problems, and holistically approach technical

Discounted bundles available

challenges with a wide variety of tools. Spanning the full range

Upgrades include:

of bench science to computational modeling to theoretical

– Featured job on homepage and search results

musings, problem-solving for physicists is as broad as our course

– Job Tweet (over 213k followers)

of study: mechanical, computational, thermal, biophysical,

– Mention in e-newsletter

quantum, electrical, chemical—the list goes on.

“The Week in Physics” (56k recipients)

Physicists focus on identifying the underlying principles of a
system or technology while realizing any inherent assumptions
or limitations. They also have the computational skills to create
simulations, test models, and analyze data in ways that are
frequently the key to finding fundamental solutions. The ability
to solve the entire problem, not just a facet, makes physicists a
powerful asset to any company.
If you’re looking for creative, innovative, and mindful people, then
you want candidates who are seeking their next job opportunity
at www.physicstoday.org/jobs.

PRINT OPTIONS
All print job ads come with online postings and Design
services for every issue
Special Careers issue each October raises your job
visibility while offering discounted print plus online
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exposure packages

PHYSICS TODAY

Other year-round discounts available for any issue

October 2021 • volume 74, number 10

(outside Careers issue)
Print ads are now run-of-book instead of relegated to a
classified section at the back. This means your ads appear
alongside the editorial where readers are most engaged
with content, raising the visibility of your job opening.

resume search feature and the outstanding customer service department have been
the major reasons I use this site every year. They are the best!“
									—Astrocamp
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‘‘

‘‘

“I hire a lot of people annually and have found over 90% of them on Physics Today. The

A publication of the American Institute of Physics

“Physics Today print + online is always a valuable
tool for recruiting excellent candidates.”
		

—University of Pennsylvania

Annual

careers
issue

Martian seismology

Predicting how
proteins fold
Integrated science
programs

Get Started! Contact your sales consultant to discuss your plans.
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Online Job Seeker Demographics
Highest Degree Earned

Online Pricing, Upgrades,
& Packaging

Geography

Find top talent and highly qualified physical scientists. Post your
job online using Physics Today Jobs.

9%

6%
10%

10%
North America

Doctorate

14%

Masters

70%

16%

Asia/Pacific

65%

4 Year Degree

Europe

Current
Undergraduate

Rest of world

Online jobs are posted IMMEDIATELY and include
Posted on Physics Today partner job sites: the AAPT Career Center, APS Physics Job Center, AVS Career Center, and SPS Jobs (entry-level and internships only)
Access to a searchable resume database
Posted on Physics Today’s Facebook and Google for Jobs
Monthly job email blast to nearly 56,000 Physics Today readers
Rotation on applicable AIP Journal web pages

Work Experience

Nature of Work
4%

15%
28%
1-5 years

53%
32%

R&D

6-10 years
11 or more
years

Teaching

68%

Consulting/
Admin Mgmt/
Sales

Pricing for Online Job Postings

Rate

30-Day

$615

60-Day

$875

90-Day

$1,230

Three 30-Day

$1,700

Five 30-Day

$2,705

Ten 30-Day

$5,145

60-Day Summer Research/Internship Posting

Free

Custom job packages available upon request. 15%
discount for recruitment agencies.

Sample online job post

Average Monthly Website Statistics*
Add an upgrade to get prime exposure and prominent visibility

Unique visitors

16,000

Average views per job

1,000

Resume database

3,500

Active job seekers (accessed account within one year)

4,400

Featured Job — Job rotates on Physics Today Jobs homepage and
highlighted in job search results
Physics Today’s “The Week in Physics” E-newsletter — Job appears and
is sent to 56,000 Physics Today readers
Job Tweet — Job appears on Physics Today’s Twitter channel

Rate
$225

$295
$100

* Based on data from 2021

Post your jobs now at physicstoday.org/jobs/employers
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Get Started! Contact your sales consultant to discuss your plans.
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Our Print Readers Are Your New Hires

Print Reader Demographics

EXPERIENCE THE IMPACT OF A PRINT JOB AD

AN ENGAGED AUDIENCE OF QUALIFIED CANDIDATES

One ad in Physics Today reaches an

Each issue engages 106,000+

entire network of professionals across

individual subscribers

Where Our Readers Work

10 physical science societies due to the

AND 1600+ institutional subscribers

unique partnership between Physics

(companies, national labs, and

62% University Research & Education

Today’s parent company, AIP, and

universities with employee access to

the societies below:

magazine issue content and
website)

93% of university workers are in active research
20% Commercial
18%

Government/Nonprofit

Acoustical Society of America;

ADDITIONALLY, 24+ scientific

American Association of Physicists

conferences receive the print and

in Medicine; American Association

digital edition magazine for attendee

of Physics Teachers; American

distribution (whether in person or

Astronomical Society; American

virtual event) throughout the year

Most Represented Fields

Crystallographic Association; American

AND virtually every university

1. Applied/Engineering Physics

Meteorological Society; American

department chair in physics and

2. Optics & Photonics

Physical Society; AVS: Science &

astronomy in the USA receives a copy

3. Engineering

Technology of Materials; Interfaces; and

of Physics Today each month

4. Computational Physics

Processing; Optica (Formerly OSA); and

5. Materials Science

The Society of Rheology

6. Condensed Matter Physics

North America
74% Print (78,000+)

Europe
12% Print (12,500+)

Asia
11% Print (12,500+)

South America
1% Print

Australia
1% Print

Other
1% Print

47%

of our readers
work in 5 or
more fields!

7. Computing

Only 8% of our readers consider themselves

8. Mathematical Physics

as working in only one field, verifying the truly

9. Materials Physics & Surface Science

multidisciplinary effect of work being done in areas

10. Imaging Science & Technologies

of physics.

Most Common Applications

Most Common Job Functions

1. Research Labs

1. Academic Research

2. Electronics

2. Applied R&D

3. Lasers & other sources

3. Educator

4. Spectroscopy

(82% of educators also hold another job function

5. Materials Research

in R&D, basic or applied research, engineering,

6. Optical Components, Systems, Materials

biomedical, management, consulting, etc.)

7. Test & Measurement

4. Basic Research

8. Signal Processing/Computing

5. Engineering/Design

9. Imaging/Vision Systems
SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research Inc., April 2020, BPA Brand Report June 2021, Google Analytics Jan–Aug 2021
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10. Chemistry/Chemical Engineering
Get Started! Contact your sales consultant to discuss your plans.
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WHEN PRINT IS A PART OF YOUR RECRUITMENT PACKAGE,
YOU MAXIMIZE YOUR RESPONSE RATE
A Global Audience: 106,000+ subscribers across
the globe each month
Triple the Exposure: Each copy of Physics Today is
passed along to two additional readers—an added
206,000+ eyes for your ads—or a grand total of
309,000+ readers!
Engaged Readers: 87% of subscribers regularly
read each issue. Average reading time is 47
minutes per issue. 80% of subscribers retain their
issues for future reference.

99%
20%

of readers took action
after reading/seeing something
in Physics Today.
of subscribers read ONLY Physics Today.

That’s 20,000+ readers you cannot reach
through any other publication in the market.

Attract Talent with High-Profile Print
Ads That Run Alongside Engaging,
Authoritative Editorial
pt_altwegg0122__article 12/13/2021 10:59 AM Page 41

One of Rosetta’s highlights was the lion—glycine, the simplest amino acid. Such complexity probably stems mostly from
the presolar stages of the solar system, specically from dark
clouds and star-forming regions. The abundances of cometary
parent molecules and those observed in the interstellar medium
show a striking similarity for many of the species.7
Recently, traces of ammonium salts of the form NH 4+R− (saltwater crocodiles) have been detected in ROSINA data.12 The
salts are formed in reactions between ammonia and acids such
as hydrogen cyanide, hydrochloric acid, and formic acid. Their
sublimation temperatures are higher than those of the individual parts, and upon sublimation, they mostly dissociate again
into NH3 and acid. The presence of ammonium salts provides
a likely explanation for the missing nitrogen, as they lock nitrogen in a refractory state in which it escapes detection.
Ammonium salts also have astrobiological relevance: They
are involved in the formation of amino acids and of the nucleobase adenine from NH4CN. The salts form cyanamide, which
then reacts with glycolaldehyde to form natural nucleotides.
Both prebiotic molecules—cyanamide and glycolaldehyde—
were found in the coma of 67P.
Another important result is the detection of phosphorus
monoxide. Early Earth had plenty of phosphorus, but most
was probably tied up in minerals and therefore not available
for biological processes. But life as we know it needs phosphorus for, among other things, DNA and the energy carrier ATP
(adenosine triphosphate). Recently, an international collaboration of researchers sketched the cosmic journey of soluble
phosphorus from a massive supernova where phosphorus is
formed by nucleosynthesis, to the observation of PO in star-

BPA Audited: Guaranteed circulation promises we
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SYR A C USE UNIVER SITY

reach as far as we claim; reports available

Award-Winning Magazine: Association Media &

Assistant Professor, Tenure-Track Faculty Position in Computer Engineering,
Computer Science, and Electrical Engineering
Syracuse, New York

Relied Upon at Work: 93% of readers say

Publishing awarded Physics Today Gold EXCEL

Syracuse University’s Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS)
(http://eecs.syr.edu) in the College of Engineering and Computer Science (https://eng-cs.syr.
edu) invites applicants for a Tenure-Track Assistant Professor position who are committed to
innovative teaching, inclusive excellence, and interdisciplinary collaboration.

Physics Today is an important resource in

Awards in 2021 for the feature article, The Sounds

their work/research

Around Us (January 2020), and for two issue covers

Preferred Among Similar Publications: 97% of

(April 2020, December 2020).

readers rank Physics Today as higher quality than

Bonus Distribution: The magazine is sent to a

other science magazines

variety of scientific tradeshows year-round (print

A Destination Information Source: 81% of readers

magazine for in-person events; link to digital

say the information found in Physics Today

edition for virtual). Access this added audience

magazine is not easily found elsewhere

with a print ad.
pt_from_the_editor1121_Editors_note 10/12/2021 11:59 AM Page 8

for your ad programs, to help justify your spend

FROM THE EDITOR

and impact—offered to all June & December print

Aga sagas

advertisers. A $5,000 value per study!
FREE Page of Branded Content: Spend at least
$40,000 on print within a 12-month period and
receive a full page of branded content to share
information about your company’s origins,
successes, and latest product advances. Your
supplied copy is edited by our team and placed into
a designed template in the issue of your choice.
SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research
Inc., April 2020, BPA Brand Report June 2021
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DEPARTMENT HEAD/PROFESSOR OF
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY

Charles Day

M

artin Amis, a former bad boy of British literature, was
interviewed last year by the New York Times about his
reading habits. Asked which genres he enjoys and which
he avoids, he replied, “I confess I have never read an Aga saga or
a bodice ripper—or indeed a western (though Hitler, incidentally,
read nothing else).”
What, you might ask, is an Aga saga? The term was coined
in 1992 to describe the novels of Joanna Trollope, which,
being set amid middle-class society in the countryside of
southern England, could be presumed to feature a type of storedheat cooker called an AGA. By happenstance, my home library includes
the epitome of Aga sagas, Trollope’s
A Village Affair (1989). Motivated to
one-up Amis, I read the book. No
AGAs appear within its pages,
but thanks to YouTube, I spotted
one in the trailer for the 1995 TV
adaptation.
The acronym AGA stands for
Aktiebolaget Svenska Gasaccumulator (Swedish Gas Accumulator
Limited). The company has a connection with physics. Its chief engineer and inventor of the AGA
cooker, Gustaf Dalén, was awarded
the 1912 Nobel Prize in Physics “for
his invention of automatic regulators for use in conjunction with gas
accumulators for illuminating lighthouses and buoys.”
Dalén was inspired to invent a
cooker after being blinded in 1912
in an acetylene explosion. Spending more time at home, he noticed
how much work his wife, Elma, put
into fueling and running the family’s stove. His solution was to create one that ran continuously. When
introduced to the UK in 1929, the
AGA stove became popular among the rich owners of large
country houses.
AGAs not only serve as cookers, they also heat water. The
stove is hot enough that it warms a kitchen. In a drafty old
house, the kitchen is the coziest room because of the AGA.

But all is not well in Agashire. Since Trollope wrote her rst
Aga saga in the late 1980s, climate change has nudged up the
mean temperature in the UK and led to more frequent and intense heat waves. AGAs run too
hot for some parts of the country.
Indeed, without much diﬃculty, I
found a news story about a resident of Aldeburgh in the east of
England who complained that her
AGA made her kitchen “unbearably hot” during a 2019 heat wave.
If the Aga saga endures, the genre’s
name will become vestigial.
A changed climate—invariably
a worse one—has been a setting for
science ction for decades. Notable
novels that feature warmer worlds
include Octavia Butler’s Parable of
the Sower (1993), Peter F. Hamilton’s Mindstar Rising (1993), Kim
Stanley Robinson’s Forty Signs of
Rain (2004), and Sarah Hall’s The
Carhullan Army (2007).
Climate change is also showing up in literary ction. In Iain
Banks’s The Steep Approach to Garbadale (2007), a gamekeeper on an
estate in the Scottish Highlands
laments, “Ah, it’s all changing. We
can see it here. The salmon and
brown trout, they’re mostly gone.
And we don’t get the winters we
used to. I’ve got clothes and winter gear I just never wear—well,
maybe a day a year or something—because it’s milder all the time.”
Banks himself became increasingly alarmed about climate
change. In 2007 he sold his eet of cars (BMW M5, Land Rover
Discovery, Porsche 911 Turbo, and Porsche Boxter S) and rePT
placed them with a Lexus RX 400 hybrid.

Purdue University seeks a new Head of the Department of Physics & Astronomy to lead a large and dynamic faculty
towards its full potential for forefront scientific research, state-of-the-art teaching, and outstanding service to the
community. Unprecedented enrollment increases and substantial growth in the campus combined with the nationally recognized quality of life of the surrounding community provide a strong foundation for a successful candidate to
achieve an ambitious strategic vision.
Recent faculty initiatives provide a solid basis for growth, including a founding role in the DOE Quantum Science
Center (at Oak Ridge), the preeminent Microsoft Quantum Lab Purdue for topological quantum computing, a key role
in the NSF Harnessing the Data Revolution Institute (A3D3) for artificial intelligence, establishing a highly rec*gnized
new group in atomic, molecular & optical (AMO) physics, and ambitious projects in astrophysics spanning multimessenger astronomy and utilizing the upcoming Vera Rubin Observatory and James Webb Space Telescope.
Internationally recognized research in biophysics, condensed matter physics, high energy physics (including dark
matter searches), and high energy nuclear physics is growing through the contribution of a young faculty, with one
third of the 60-member faculty having joined since 2015 as new faculty continue to be recruited.
The Department of Physics & Astronomy is in the College of Science, which has spear-headed key initiatives in data
& computational sciences and quantum science & engineering as well as recently making substantial investments in
the geosciences, life sciences, environmental & atmospheric science, and space sciences & engineering.
Qualifications: The successful candidate will have a Ph.D. in Physics, Astronomy, or related discipline, an outstanding record of scholarly achievement, and a history of extramurally funded research commensurate with the rank of full
professor at Purdue. The candidate must have a clear vision for the future of the Department in the University, the
State of Indiana, and the Nation. Requirements include exceptional leadership abilities, a commitment to excellence
in education, a record of teaching achievement, an enthusiasm for engagement, and a dedication to championing
diversity, equity, and inclusion. Outstanding candidates are eligible for the rank of Distinguished Professor and may
relocate an existing research program to Purdue. The Dual Career Assistance Program at Purdue will assist with finding appointments for a faculty spouse or partner.
Applications: Candidates should submit (1) a cover letter including the names of three references, (2) a complete
curriculum vitae, (3) a statement of research interests and accomplishments, (4) a statement of teaching interests
and accomplishments, and a (5) vision statement for the Department’s future. Purdue University is committed to
advancing diversity in all areas of faculty effort, including scholarship, instruction, and engagement. Candidates
should address at least one of these areas in (6) a separate Diversity and Inclusion Statement, indicating past
experiences, current activities, and/or future goals to promote a climate that values diversity and inclusion.
Applications should be submitted to:
https://career8.successfactors.com/sfcareer/jobreqcareer?jobId=16418&company=purdueuniv
Inquiries can be directed to Steve Durbin, chair of the head search committee (durbin@purdue.edu). Review of
applications will begin after Jan 1, 2022 and will continue until the position is filled. A background check is required for
employment at Purdue University.

Purdue University is an EEO/AA employer. All individuals, including minorities,
women, individuals with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged to apply.
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Ask About Premium Placements!

Physics
Today
Webinars
Encounter A Wide Variety of
Engaging Topics on Leading
Research

Watch Now
physicstoday.org/webinars

The position targets the areas in Quantum Information Science, in particular in Quantum
Engineering. A successful faculty will bring expertise in fostering collaborations between
Quantum Engineering and other existing research in EECS and Physics departments. However,
all areas of Quantum Information Science related to EECS will be considered, including Quantum
'HYLFH DQG 6\VWHPV (QJLQHHULQJ 4XDQWXP &RPSXWLQJ 7KHRU\ 4XDQWXP 9HULÀFDWLRQ DQG
Validation, and Post Quantum Cryptography.
The faculty hired will build on our existing strengths and participate in an organized
interdisciplinary research cluster known as Quantum Information Science (QIS) Cluster.
QIS spans multiple departments in the College of Arts and Sciences (Physics and Chemistry
departments) and the College of Engineering and Computer Science (Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science department).
4XDOLÀFDWLRQV 5HVSRQVLELOLWLHV: Candidates must have earned a Doctoral degree in Electrical
Engineering, Computer Engineering, Computer Science, or a related discipline. We strongly
encourage candidates’ applications with a demonstrated commitment to diversity, inclusion,
and excellence in both teaching and research. Syracuse University is a Carnegie R1 ranked
KLJKHVWUHVHDUFKDFWLYLW\FODVVLÀFDWLRQ XQLYHUVLW\WKDW´DVSLUHVWREHDSUHHPLQHQWDQGLQFOXVLYH
student-focused research university.”
+RZ WR $SSO\ For full consideration, candidates must complete an online application and
electronically attach a cover letter, curriculum vitae, research statement, teaching statement,
and contact information of three professional references through KWWSVZZZVXMRERSSV
FRPSRVWLQJV (job# 076026). To be competitive, we strongly encourage candidates to
DSSO\ HDUO\ 7KH UHYLHZ RI DSSOLFDWLRQV ZLOO FRQWLQXH XQWLO WKH SRVLWLRQ LV ÀOOHG )RU DGGLWLRQDO
information, please contact the search committee via email at eecssearch@syr.edu.

Sample
Third Square
Print Ad

6\UDFXVH8QLYHUVLW\LVDQHTXDORSSRUWXQLW\DIÀUPDWLYHDFWLRQHPSOR\HUZLWKDVWURQJ
FRPPLWPHQWWRHTXDOLW\RIRSSRUWXQLW\DQGDGLYHUVHZRUNIRUFH:RPHQPLOLWDU\YHWHUDQV
LQGLYLGXDOVZLWKGLVDELOLWLHVDQGPHPEHUVRIRWKHUWUDGLWLRQDOO\XQGHUUHSUHVHQWHGJURXSVDUH
HQFRXUDJHGWRDSSO\

‘‘

Harness the power of
print with a prominent job
ad among award-winning
content & get noticed

Each print ad includes
A free online posting to
our popular job board
Design services

‘‘

We experienced an overwhelming
response to our job posting in the
Physics Today print magazine with
additional free online coverage.

‘‘

FREE Ad Studies: Quantitative measurements
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forming regions, to comets where PO is enclosed in the cometary
ice, and—potentially—to Earth, where it was a necessary component for life to start.13
The material in comets is not specic to the solar system or
Earth. The processes that happened here can happen everywhere. Thousands of planets have been found orbiting a wide
variety of stars, and those discoveries have triggered signicant interest in nding life elsewhere in the universe. The
Rosetta mission’s results make that search more diﬃcult: Molecules that could serve as biosignatures, such as O2 together
with CH4 or amino acids, are now known to exist in the nonliving world of cometary ice. Such biosignatures are therefore
insuﬃcient evidence for life on a planet, since they can have a
nonbiogenic origin. Still, knowing that complex prebiotic molecules exist and how they could be delivered to planets may
help focus the search for life.

“Posting a print+online ad with Physics Today

Many desirable candidates applied,

‘‘

Reasons Your Print Ad Captures
Added Attention

and our position was filled in a timely
manner. For future hiring needs, we

was easy. The price was reasonable, and we got

will again use Physics Today print

reputable applicants from the posting.”

and online services.”

—Nathan Kent,

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Uniersity

		—Dipankar Roy,
		

Clarkson University

Get Started! Contact your sales consultant to discuss your plans.
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All print ads are fully designed (at no cost)
and placed among the authoritative editorial
throughout the magazine

2022 Print Recruitment Display Rates*
($US, GROSS)

2022 Print & Online Advertising Rates
PT_Oct21_p39_Blank-Ad-Page.qxd 9/17/2021 1:29 PM Page 39

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA at BIRMINGHAM (UAB)
Assistant Professor Position – Condensed Matter Physics

    
 
              
           
        
 
     
   
          
              
  
      
  
  
  
         
           
             
             
          
              
          
              
             
             
           
              
             
             
               
            
            
                  
        
                 
                  
             
    
 
            
     

    
       
         
            
             
           
    
              
      
  
          

     
    
    

       
        
          
       
  
     
      
     
       
      
        
             
      
    
           
   

   

            
     
     
          
                
                         
                     
      
         
             
      
             
            
   



f rom the rst days in the 1950s to the
eld’scomingofageinthe1980s.Theauthors focus mainly on the development
ofmoleculardynamics,inwhichthemotionsofmanyatomsaresimultaneously
advancedandtrackedinsmalltimesteps.
They explain the scientic evolution of
theeld;providebiographies—andnumerous p
 hotographs—of leading characters such as Berni Alder, Marshall
Rosenbluth, andAneesur Rahman; and
oﬀer an epistemological assessment of
thesimulationapproach,whichchanged
thewayscienceispracticedandnowpervades alleldsofscienceandtechnology.
As the authors show, early work on
hard spheres was soon followed by effortstosimulatemorerealisticsystems.
ScientistsinEuropetooknoticeoftheexcitingdevelopmentsintheUS,andcenters of activity in computer simulation
arose almost simultaneously in France,
the UK, Germany, and Austria. Those
early activities led to a succession of
conceptual advances and eﬃcient algorithmsthateventuallyenabledadeeper
understanding of many c ondensedmattersystemsandprocesses,including
phasetransitions,liquidcrystals,biopolymers, superuid helium, and critical
phenomena.

One particularly interesting aspect
of the book is how it illuminates the
humanelementofthescienticenterprise.
Chanceencountersbetweenpeoplewith
diﬀerentbackgroundsoftensparkednew
ideas,whichledtounexpectedresearch
directions(andsometimeslifelongfriendships). Battimelli, Ciccotti, and Greco
gatheredrecollectionsfrommanyofthe
scientistswhocontributedtothedevelopmentofcomputersimulation,andtheir
personal memories illustrate how the
eld’searlyproponentsstruggledtogain
recognition from traditionally minded
scientistswhoinitiallylookeddownon
the new method. The successes of the
simulation approach, however, eventuallypavedthewayforittobewidelyacceptedasapowerfulresearchtool.
Although computer simulation was
atrstdrivenlargelybyafewvisionary
individuals,theeldgraduallymatured.
Journalsandmeetingsdedicatedtocomputersimulationwerecreatedandprovidedaninstitutionalbasisforthediscipline.TheauthorsshowthattheEuropean
CenterforAtomicandMolecularComputation,orCECAM,whichwasfounded
in1969inParis,wasparticularlyimportantinthatprocess.Practicallyallsimulation scientists active since the 1970s

          
          
  
 
           
    

       
   
    
 
              
            
         
            
     
         
 
             
      
  

maderepeatedtripstoCECAMtouseits
computingfacilitiesortotakepartinits
extendedworkshops.Manyoftheideas
conceived and discussed at CECAM
werecrucialtothedevelopmentofcomputer simulation and continue to inuencetheeldtoday.
Althoughtherst30yearsofmolecularsimulationwerecharacterizedbythe
creationoffundamentaltechniques,those
methodshavesincebeeneﬃcientlyimplementedonsupercomputersacrossthe
globe and are now used in numerous
disciplines, including materials science,
geophysics,chemistry,molecularbiology,
andmedicine.Currently,ideasfrommachinelearningandarticialintelligence
are stimulating new developments in
molecularsimulation.Itwillbeinterestingtoseewherethattrendleadsinthe
yearstocome.
Computer Meets Theoretical Physics
should be on the bookshelf of anyone
interested in the history of science. I
hope that future books will pick up
whereitleavesoﬀanddocumentthenext
chaptersofcomputersimulation’sexcitingstory.
Christoph Dellago
University of Vienna
Vienna, Austria

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR POSITION
THEORETICAL ASTROPHYSICS THE
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE
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1x Rate

1x Discounted Rate

Full

$11,299

$9,857

Junior page

$7,828

$6,850

1/2 page

$7,107

$6,232

1/3rd

$5,129

$4,481

1/4th

$4,130

$3,615

1/6th

$2,936

$2,554

Ad Size
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Sample
Half Horizontal
Print Ad
Sample
Full Page
Print Ad

Total Discount

GENERAL ADVERTISING
RATE POLICY
Recognized agencies
receive a 15% discount off
gross rate.

13% Off

All rates include 4-color process

University Discount
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pact on U.S. capabilities for developing
advanced materials that drive future innovation, as well as important research
on fundamental properties of the neutron, like its lifetime or an upper limit on
its electric dipole moment.”

An aging source

The NASEM assessment called for planning to begin on a replacement for the
NCNR reactor, which was commissioned
in 1967. Dimeo says that the reactor’s age
played no role in the accident and that
the NRC relicensed its operation for 20
years in 2009. Most importantly for users,
he says, the reactor has continued to perform reliably, and the recent accident notwithstanding, safety hasn’t been an issue.
“When the reliability starts to diminish, we
really need to think about a new source.”
Nonetheless, NIST has begun a rough preconceptual design for a new reactor, and
both an upgrade of the current facility or
one built from the ground up would be
considered when the time comes.
The NCNR and the FIR are among
the ve remaining US reactors that are
fueled with highly enriched weaponsgrade uranium (EU). All other US research reactors, and all but a handful
of foreign reactors that were supplied
with US weapons-grade material, have
been converted to low-enriched uranium
(LEU), which doesn’t present a proliferation concern. (See PSICS TODA, April
2016, page 28.) The American Physical
Society’s Panel on Public Aﬀairs in 2018
urged the timely conversion of the NCNR
and the others, but it added that “any
transition from EU to LEU reactor fuel
must not compromise neutron research
and engineering capabilities, especially
those that cannot be duplicated using
spallation sources.”
Alan Kuperman, coordinator of the
Nuclear Proliferation Prevention Project
at the University of Texas at Austin, says
NIST has committed to conversion but
has maintained that it will require an ultrahigh-density uranium–molybdenum fuel,
the development of which has been delayed for decades because of technological challenges. Other high-performance
research reactors—including the FIR,
which oﬃcials had once said required
uranium–molybdenum fuel—have since
committed to converting to high-density
silicide LEU. That fuel, says Kuperman,
has been available since the 1980s.
David Kramer PT
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Tenure-track Faculty
Positions in Experimental
and Theoretical Physics
The Department of Physics invites applications
for several tenure-track faculty positions at the
Assistant Professor level. An applicant must
possess a PhD degree in physics or related
fields and have provide evidence of strong
research productivity. Appointment at Associate Professor level or above will also be considered for candidates with exceptional records of
research excellence and academic leadership.
We seek experimental candidates in quantum
matter and quantum information, including
quantum and low-dimensional materials,
materials with strong electronic correlations,
cold atoms, quantum optics, and quantum
enabled technologies. We also seek theoretical candidates in condensed matter theory,
statistical physics, neural networks or data
analytics.
Appointees are expected to assume teaching
responsibilities for undergraduate and graduate
courses, and to conduct vigorous research programs. Further information about the Department is available at http://physics.ust.hk.
Starting salary will be highly competitive and
commensurate with qualifications and experience. Fringe benefits including medical and
dental benefits, annual leave and housing benefits will be provided where applicable. The initial
appointment prior to tenure will normally be on
three-year contract terms. A gratuity will be payable upon successful completion of a contract.
Application Procedure
Applicants should submit their application
including CV, cover letter, complete publication
list, research statement, teaching statement,
and three reference letters, via AcademicJobsOnline.Org at (https://academicjobsonline.
org/ajo/jobs/16290).
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GRADUATING SOON?
Find your future at GradSchoolShopper.com
the most comprehensive directory of grad
programs in the physical sciences.

Postdoctoral Position in Nanoscale
Condensed Matter Theory
Department of Mathematics & Physics
North Carolina Central University, Durham, NC 27707, USA
Postdoctoral position in Nanoscale Condensed Matter Theory is
available in the Math and Physics Department at the North Carolina
Central University. The position requires basic knowledge of the
quantum theory of solids, quantum electrodynamics, quantum optics,
and computational methods. Ph.D. degree in theoretical physics is
required. The applicant must have the ability to work independently.
He/she is expected to be able to document the research results in
refereed journals and to present them at seminars and conferences.
He/she will be given an opportunity to teach and/or supervise
graduate research. The appointment will be for a one-year period with
a possibility of renewal. The position will be open until filled. Salary
will be commensurate with experience. Application portfolio should
include most current CV, list of publications, description of research
accomplishments, and three contact references. Applicants should
email their portfolios as pdf attachments at ibondarev@nccu.edu
(Prof. Igor Bondarev, Department of Mathematics and Physics, North
Carolina Central University).
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‘‘

during the 2023 outage to further enhance
instrument performance.
Dimeo says NIST plans to stick to the
closure date, even if it means the NCNR
operates for just a few months next year.
“We are absolutely interested in delivering the maximum to the users and believe
that will best be done by getting that outage over with.” The installation can’t be
moved up to the current outage because
of the long lead times required for acquiring some components.
The installation shutdown has backing from users. “It’s really essential that
the facility is always marching forward in
its capabilities,” says Broholm. Continuous improvements to the source, the guide
network, and instrumentation “have kept
NCNR fresh and moving into new areas
of science.”
The loss of the NCNR highlights the
ongoing dearth of neutron facilities, says
Louca. “There’s a zero-sum game in the
neutron world. When they build a new
source, they shut down another.” She
points to the closures of the Intense
Pulsed Neutron Source at Argonne National Laboratory in 2008 and the loss of
LANSCE, which were oﬀset by the SNS,
the Oak Ridge facility that opened in
2007. (See the article by Thomas Mason,
PSICS TODA, May 2006, page 44.) A
second target station for SNS has been
green-lighted for construction, but it
won’t be completed for another decade.
Two other North American neutron
user facilities were closed in the past several decades. The igh Flux Beam Reactor at Brookhaven National Laboratory
was shuttered in 1999 because of opposition from the surrounding community that
was provoked by a tritium leak. Canada’s
neutron user facility was closed in 2018
when the National Research Universal reactor in Chalk River, Ontario, was retired.
A 2018 assessment of the NCNR by
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) said the
US has fallen behind Europe and China
in the “neutron enterprise” and warned
that the US position will erode further as
new facilities come on line in those regions
and elsewhere. The assessment noted
that the NCNR and the FIR are both
more than 50 years old and lack planned
successors. Even if there were plans, it
would take 15 years or more to build one.
According to the NASEM report,
“Closure of either facility would have a
major and instantaneous negative im-

—Professor Penger Tong, Department Head and Chair Professor of Physics, 		

Department of Physics, Hong Kong University of Science & Technology (HKUST)
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“Join the thousands of organizations
that use Physics Today to find
physical scientists to fill jobs in
academia, government, and the
private sector. Whether you’re
industrial researchers, or sales
engineers, Physics Today will deliver
top talent to your organization.”

—Charles Day,
Editor-In-Chief,
Physics Today

‘‘

looking for postdocs or professors,
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ptjobs@aip.org
American Institute of Physics
1 Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD 20740

